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AND BEYOND!



Visual Supports

Visual Supports are a way of making 

auditory information visual, or written 

information pictorial.



Shared code

 Make sure all parties understand the meaning!



But why?

 Why do we need to make everything visual?



Learning Styles - VARK



Learning Styles - VARK

Visual Auditory

Read/Write Kinesthetic

www.vark-learn.com



Difficulties

Many people with autism have difficulties 

with communication, information 

processing, time, memory etc.



We All Need Supports

 As do we all!   This is why we use calendars, 

maps & sat navs, shopping lists, cookbooks, 

phonebooks, to-do lists, computers etc.



We All Need Supports

Who here could function without their 

phone or diary?



Executive Functioning

 The processes that allow us to think, act and 

problem-solve.

 Generating new ideas and plans.

 Planning ahead.

 Organising tasks, sequencing them, multi-

tasking.

 Coping with changes in routine.

 Understanding the concept of time and waiting.

 Making choices.



Central Coherence

 The ability to see the bigger picture, to 

“see the forest not just the trees”.

May understand words but not sentences.

“Kirk, you cannot go to the park!”

Yay! I’m 
going to 
the park!



Anxiety

 Anxiety is one of the leading causes of “problem 

behaviour” in people with autism.

 It can cause people to “play up” to escape a situation.

 It can make people overly excitable.

 It can make people withdraw.

 It can make people feel ill or experience pain.

 It can affect sleep.

 It can affect concentration.

 It is often invisible.



Anxiety - Causes

 An inability to express oneself.

 An inability to cope with change or new situations.

 A high need for predictability, not knowing where 

you are in time.

 Difficulty understanding social situations and their 

rules.

 Fearing situations because they are not understood, 

or even why they have to happen.



What is Anxiety Like?

 Imagine you have gone on a coach tour of 
Afghanistan.   You are visiting a busy market place 
in downtown Kabul.

 You become separated from your tour group.

 No one speaks English, all the signs are in Arabic 
script, the smells, sights and sounds are all alien to 
you, and you are aware that there are important 
local customs you are not familiar with.

 You don’t know the way back to your hotel/bus.

 How would you feel?





Anxiety – Market Scenario

 What would you do?

 Find something familiar?

 Copy/follow other people?

 Have a strong emotional response?

 Panic?

 Would you feel safe enough to publicly freak out?

 What physical symptoms would you feel?



Anxiety – Market Scenario

 You finally find your way back to the group, only to 
find they hadn’t even noticed you were missing!!!

 How would you feel or act?

 Angry? Would you “take it out” on your tour 
guide/group leader?

 Exhausted?

 Relieved?

 How would your trust in the group’s leader be 
affected?



Anxiety – Market Scenario

 What could your tour guide have done to make 

things easier?

 Provided a map?

 Pointed out landmarks?

 Put you into groups?

 Taught a few local customs?

 Swapped mobile numbers with you?



So what can we do?

 We can be creative.

 We can use our imagination.

 We can put to use all that cutting, sticking, drawing 
and colouring we learned in primary school!

 We can be aware of motivation, interests, what 
makes people tick!

 “Once you have met one person with autism, you 
have met one person with autism” - Individualise!

 We will need to “think outside the box”.





Schedules

 These can be plain.



Schedules

 These can be personal.



Schedules

 These can have

a lot of detail.

 Can be edited.

 Can be

interactive.

 Can allow

choice.



Schedules

 These can be themed!



Schedules  Think about colour schemes.



Schedules  Think about fonts.



Schedules  Think about motivation.



Schedules  Don’t reinvent the wheel!



Schedules

 Sometimes you just

need to add colour.

 Maybe it needs to

match a bedroom

colour scheme.

 Or look good in the

bathroom or toilet

where others will see

it too.



Schedules within schedules!



Siblings

 Sometimes you might want to consider the siblings 

of the child you are working with.

 The target child may not like being singled out.

 Their siblings may not like being left out.

 Use the natural competitiveness of siblings.

 Siblings can show target child how something works 

by doing it themselves.

 May help the family all the more!



Siblings





Reward Charts



Reward Charts



Use the obsessions!





Social (and other) Stories

 A Social Story is a map through a social situation.
It says:

 This is the situation.

 You will experience this.

 These are the landmarks.

 Do this and that.

 Other people will do that and this.

 It all works out fine in the end, as long as you follow 
the script and stick to the rules.



Social StoriesTM

 Social stories were invented by Carol Grey in the 

early nineties.

 They follow a specific format/structure.

 They use specific sentence types.

 They take into account the level of functioning of the 

person they are written for.

 Can be text only or use pictures and symbols.



Other Stories

 Sometimes you may not need to write a formal 

Social Story.

 Often these are for one-off events such as 

appointments.

 They simply provide information as to what will 

happen, in an effort to reduce anxiety.

 They may involve a bit of home work, and need not 

necessarily be written by someone who knows the 

child.



Story – Oral Surgery



Story – Oral Surgery



Story – Oral Surgery



Story – Oral Surgery



Story – Oral Surgery



Stories - Indirect

 Some people don’t like being told what to do.

 Some people require additional motivation to pay 

attention to a story.

 Indirect Stories use a slightly different format to direct 

ones:

 I’m your hero/heroine, you really look up to me.

 When I find myself in this situation, I do this and that.

 It all worked out fine in the end for me!

 Never break the 4th wall!



Indirect Story - Blood Test



Indirect Story - Blood Test



Indirect Story - Blood Test



Indirect Story - Blood Test



Indirect Story - Blood Test



Indirect Story - Swearing



Indirect Story - Swearing



Indirect Story - Swearing



Indirect Story - Swearing



Indirect Story - Swearing





Combinations & Suites

 Sometimes a group of visual supports can be more 

effective than a single support.

 This may be a visual schedule and a reward chart 

for following it, or maybe part of a support needs 

to be portable so that it continues to work away 

from home/school.

 You may wish to deliver all parts at once, or build 

upon existing successful supports by adding new 

components.



Toileting book and reward chart



Toileting book and reward chart



Toileting book and reward chart



Toileting book and reward chart



Toileting book and reward chart



Toileting book and reward chart





Simpsons posters & trading cards



Sleep book, poster & reward chart



Sleep book, poster & reward chart



Sleep book, poster & reward chart



Sleep book, poster & reward chart



Sleep book, poster & reward chart





Its time for...



I’m feeling...



The “Targetty Thing”

 Problem - child talking to all sorts of random 

strangers when out.

 Problem - child being “over friendly” with people.

 Problem - child anxious about the whos and the 

hows of social interaction.

 Solution - The Targetty Thing.

 Visual & Kinesthetic.

 Involves sorting/organising/categorising & role 

play.



Workbook



Workbook

Katy Yoda Miller



Workbook

Brinda Lisa Tracey



Workbook

Julie Amber

Dr Mahal Alex



Workbook



This is why it’s called “The Targetty Thing”



Puppets





Beyond the Targetty Thing.

 If appropriate, you can change the index puppet so 

that the child has to work out relationships from 

someone else’s perspective.

 You can use some of the puppets from the first 

session, so the child can see how relationships are 

different from someone else's perspective.

 You can introduce strangers who aren’t in the 

workbook to allow the child to practise the logic 

behind the system.



Video

 Can be used to help someone with autism predict 

what will happen when going to a new place.

 Could be a health appointment, new school, club or 

other leisure activity.

 May need to get others on board such as 

receptionists, health care professionals etc.

 Run through what will happen and who will do what 

while videoing, introducing characters etc.

 May need to use specific phrases.





Food Labels

 Problem: Child eating a very limited diet.   Very 

influenced by packaging.

 Loves Sonic The Hedgehog.

 Solution: Sonic packaging for home made food and 

Sonic Milkshake menus.



Food Labels



Sonic Milkshake Menus



Shopping Lists



Shopping Lists

 Make sure photos 

match brands.

 Can create a 

basic template 

that can be edited 

before each 

shopping trip.

 Can represent 

ingredients for a 

recipe.



Placemats – just laminate wallpapers!

 Search Google images for “desktop wallpaper”.



Placemats – Personalised!

Megan’s Place

TOM’S PLACE

Mum’s
Place

Dad’s
Place

http://www.deviantart.com/deviation/183188439/


Getting dressed with your favourite character



Getting dressed with your favourite character



On a serious note...

 Problem - Child’s behaviour leads family and 

professionals to suspect that abuse may have taken 

place.

 Child cannot cope with direct questioning (this may 

also been seen as asking leading questions), may 

give the answers they think you want to hear and 

communicates mainly through play and an 

imaginary universe populated by cartoon 

characters.



On a serious note...

 Solution - Use teddies the child has not met before 

(and therefore has not assigned names/roles), and 

label them as people from the situation where the 

abuse may have taken place.

 Set up a scenario based upon the location and 

introduce the teddies one by one, asking the child to 

assign them roles based on their names, then place 

them in the scenario and state what they are doing 

while they are there.



Other Ideas

 For children who struggle with direct, face to face 

communication, try texting, emailing, phoning, 

dictaphones (works well in cases of selective 

mutism), letter writing or chatting while the child is in 

the back of a car and you are driving.

 If something is worrying a child, maybe they can 

write a story about it, explaining things about a 

third party can be lot less aversive than talking 

about oneself.



Other Ideas

 I have had success with children writing “diary 

sheets” on the computer, it may be streams of 

nonsense at first glance but you can usually pick 

something out of it.

 More computer literate children can use Google 

Images to illustrate their diaries, not only does this 

help you understand what is going on, simply 

expressing oneself can be therapeutic in itself!







Talking Mats - Symbols



Talking Mats - Words

The fridges in Tesco



“About Me” Books

 Basically these are “manuals” for children and their 

unique “brands” of autism.

 Enable expertise to be transferred across settings.

 Supports the child to understand that the people 

supporting them understand them and their needs, 

and can “keep them safe”, building trust and 

reducing anxiety and therefore unwanted 

behaviours.

 No hard and fast rules, very individualised.



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



“About Me” Books



Dolls & Houses

 If a child is struggling to behave in certain 

situations, maybe using dolls and a doll’s house to 

act through the scenarios can help.

 At the moment, many children are coping with things 

they have seen on TV shows, such as Peppa Pig.   

Playsets are available for many TV shows.

 If not, make something out of a cardboard box!   

You can involve the child in this, decorating each 

room and constructing furniture and dolls.



Hair Washing Song

 This was for a child who found hair washing distressing, 
crying and screaming as it happened.

 What we did was to overlay the unpleasant experience with 
something structured within time that the child could 
understand. We sang a song.

 The same song every time, one familiar to the child that soon 
became "the hair washing song".

 Songs have a set number of verses, lines and words, and are 
the same each time you sing them, allowing you to see the 
ending from anywhere within the song, as long as it is a 
song you know well.

 Soon the child began to tolerate the hair washes and join in 
the song.





Tools of the Trade

 Symbol Software - Boardmaker

 Graphics editing software - Paint Shop Pro

 “Putting it all together” software - MS Publisher

 Video editing - Windows Movie Maker

 Lots of pictures - Google Image Search

 Scissors, Pritt Stick, Velcro, Laminator, craft knife & 

cutting board, sellotape, paper or card, book 

stapler, string etc.



Laminate!

 Makes supports tougher.

 Makes supports waterproof/wipe-clean.

 Makes supports look more professional - after all 

they do have to go up in people’s houses!

 Always check whether a support pouch is required.

 Cut to size AFTER laminating.

 Leave a border of laminate around your support.

 Feed into the laminator sealed end first.

 Beware of sharp edges.



Velcro

 What on earth did we do before velcro?

 You can use blu-tack in place of velcro, but be 

aware it can fall off/loose its “sticky” or be eaten!

 Velcro is available as loop or hook, loop sticks to 

hook and vice-versa.

 Have a system, I try and use hook (coarser) on the 

components and loop (softer and fluffier) on the 

background as hook will also stick to some other 

fabrics such as notice boards.   This will make your 

supports interchangeable.



Tools - Boardmaker

 UK Edition - £209 (version 6 - older versions may 

be cheaper).

 http://www.mayer-johnson.co.uk/boardmaker-v-6-

uk-edition/

 Can buy additional libraries of symbols.

 Can export symbols to use in other software (this is 

what I do).

 Can edit symbols you have exported.

http://www.mayer-johnson.co.uk/boardmaker-v-6-uk-edition/


Tools - Boardmaker



Tools - Paint Shop Pro

 Find it on Amazon or in PC World.

 Around £50 for the latest version (X4), cheaper for 

older versions.

 Can edit symbols and pictures.

 Can turn image backgrounds transparent.

 Can draw from scratch.

 Can add text to images.

 Can copy colours to create a theme or scheme.



Tools - Paint Shop Pro



Tools - Publisher

 Part of some versions of Microsoft Office.

 Can be bought as a stand-alone if your package 
doesn’t include it.

 Can draw charts, schedules etc then import images.

 Can create books and posters.

 Can print or export as .pdf or image file (.jpg or 
.gif).

 MS Word is second choice if you don’t have 
publisher.



Tools - Publisher



Tips & Tricks

 Use Google Image Search to find pictures.

 Search for desktop wallpapers for backgrounds.

 .gif files will often have a transparent background 
so they fit over backgrounds without a white square 
around the picture.

 Use websites such as www.1001freefonts.com to 
find fonts that fit your scheme.

 Search Google for fonts, often if the exact one is 
not available, people will have posted on forums 
what they believe the closest one to be.



Google Image Search



Downloading free fonts



But I’m no good at making things

 Nor was I when I started.

 My first supports were very basic.

 Some were drawn with a pencil and ruler and had 

bits from magazines stuck on them!

 I then progressed to MS Word and Clip Art.

 Now I know the only limit is my imagination.

 Visualise what you think would be perfect and work 

towards it.   Ask for help if you really need it.

 And...



Have fun and practice on your family!





Have fun and practice on your family!





Or practice on yourself for Facebook!



Or practice on yourself for Facebook!



Personalised Christmas Cards!



Any Questions?

 I am currently working on a website about autism 

and visual supports (and beyond!).

www.visualsupportsandbeyond.co.uk


